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Saturday, the Fifth of May
Two Thousand Eighteen
At Ten O’clock, Noon, and Two O’clock
Weatherford, Oklahoma
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H - Honors Program;    § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5);     » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);     ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
UNDERGRADUATE CONVOCATION EXERCISES
Pioneer Cellular Event Center
Saturday, May 5, 2018
10:00 am & 2:00 pm
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture .................................................................Johannes Brahms
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
National Anthem ............................................................................... Francis Scott Key
Avery Morrison and Quanah Steele, Sopranos
Welcome .............................................................................................. Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Opening Remarks .........................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Greetings from the SGA ..........................................................................Austin Loomis
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate ..........................................................Dr. Jerry Dunn
Faculty Senate President
Special Music
   “Laurie’s Song” from The Tender Land ............................................... Aaron Copland 
Avery Morrison, Soprano
Recognition of 2018 Distinguished Alumni ..................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
Wendy Borlabi, C.B. Graft, Chris McKeever, 
Paul Moore, and Jane Sims
Presentation of Candidates ................................................................... Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Conferring of Degrees ...................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler 
President
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5 .................................................. Charles-Marie Widor
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
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H - Honors Program;    § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5);     » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);     ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
GRADUATE CONVOCATION EXERCISES
Fine Arts Auditorium
Saturday, May 5, 2018
12:00 pm
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture .................................................................Johannes Brahms
National Anthem ............................................................................... Francis Scott Key
Welcome .............................................................................................. Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Opening Remarks .........................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Greetings from the SGA ..........................................................................Austin Loomis
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate ..........................................................Dr. Jerry Dunn
Faculty Senate President
Presentation of Candidates ................................................................... Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Conferring of Degrees ...................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler 
President
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5 .................................................. Charles-Marie Widor
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H - Honors Program;    § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5);     » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);     ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
Candidates for Degrees
Graduation is official provided all degree requirements are completed
Associate Degrees
Kennedy Ann Ballard AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Frederick, OK
Avery Lauren Blackburn AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Marlow, OK
Elena Marie Bustos   » AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Duke, OK
Elibeth Cardwell AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Clinton, OK
Dalton Day   § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Weatherford, OK
Tonya Priscilla Ellis   § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Ania Gabriel Hansen   § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Mooreland, OK
Ashlee Lauren Mitchell   ‡ AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Frederick, OK
Myles J. Newton AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Edmond, OK
Shannon Renae Robison AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Altus, OK
Kortnei D. Skelton AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Edmond, OK
Maggie Dawn Treadaway   ‡ AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Pocasset, OK
Galen Trent Brantley AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Fletcher, OK
Tiffany Lynn Brantley AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Fletcher, OK
Ryan Dale Brooks AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Marlow, OK
Kelly J. Carelock   § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Elgin, OK
Aleia Mechelle Gordon AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Ardmore, OK
MiKayla Nicole Harrison   ‡ AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Elk City, OK
Brooklyn Koryn Johnson   ‡ AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Frederick, OK
Reanne Lashea Jones   § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Clinton, OK
Kaitlin Faith Kemp   » AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Longdale, OK
Hannah Kennedy AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Yukon, OK
Kasey Rae Kerr AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Yukon, OK
Kelsey Ann Lehr   § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Lawton, OK
Amber Renae’ McKee AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Cordell, OK
Candyce A. Hobbes AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Edmond, OK
Marque Renee Mungaven AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Headrick, OK
Scott Winford Nelms AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Frederick, OK
Josie Taylor O’Bleness AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Weatherford, OK
Kodie Layne Powell   § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Arapaho, OK
Steven Anderson Smith AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Broken Arrow, OK
Derek Stephens AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Chickasha, OK
Shadow Drum Stephenson AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Binger, OK
Elijah Joseph Tedder AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Rush Springs, OK
Bailey Renae Thrash   § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Canute, OK
Lacey Ann Walbrick AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Elgin, OK
Rebecca Ann Whitehead   » AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Cache, OK
Kylee Marie Bryen   § AS in General Studies Thomas, OK
Jeremy R. Thomas AS in General Studies Stroud, OK
Colby Brooks Bricker   § AS in Wildland Firefighting Piedmont, OK
Reece Wayne Fitchue AS in Wildland Firefighting Fayetteville, AR
Dustin M. Johnson AS in Wildland Firefighting Taylor, TX
Morgan Jayne Leppke   § AS in Wildland Firefighting Corn, OK
Jordyn Elizabeth Mackey AS in Wildland Firefighting Weatherford, OK
George Edward Mas   ‡ AS in Wildland Firefighting Moore, OK
Taylor Presley McNutt   § AS in Wildland Firefighting Coalgate, OK
Casey S. Nadeau   § AS in Wildland Firefighting Lawton, OK
Connor Mitchel Ross O’Neil AS in Wildland Firefighting Keller, TX
Conner Reese Siegfried AS in Wildland Firefighting Hydro, OK
Dalton Bryce Skipworth AS in Wildland Firefighting Mountain View, OK
Bryan Arthur Soderstrom AS in Wildland Firefighting El Reno, OK
Spencer Michael Sullivan AS in Wildland Firefighting Red Oak, OK
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H - Honors Program;    § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5);     » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);     ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
Bachelor’s Degrees – College of Arts and Sciences
Marc Michael Medina Evans BFA in Graphic Design Ventura, CA
Grace Allyn Hammons BFA in Graphic Design Broken Arrow, OK
Meagan Aubrie Hensley   » BFA in Graphic Design Woodward, OK
John J. Herring BFA in Graphic Design Altus, OK
Trisha Dawn Joiner BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Calli Noel Kaiser   » BFA in Graphic Design Covington, OK
Emily Jane Ketchum BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Amanda Eva Elizabeth Rhode BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Klemson Denise Lancaster   § BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Art Hewitt, TX
Martha Jane Miller   » BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Art Clinton, OK
William Stepp, Jr. BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Art Elk City, OK
Edward Joseph Bacon BA Ed in Art Education Altus, OK
William Paul Lester Barr   § BA Ed in Art Education Elk City, OK
Addy Carmel Dirks BA Ed in Art Education Woodward, OK
Cheyanne Floyd BA Ed in Art Education Mountain View, OK
Lori Marie Roach   § BA Ed in Art Education Claremore, OK
Hibah Ahmed Aljohani   » BA in Communication Arts Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Reemah Hadher Alkhaldi   § BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Timothy James Comstock BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Brylee Paige Graham   § BA in Communication Arts El Reno, OK
Zachary Michael Hokeah BA in Communication Arts Anadarko, OK
Maxwell Speltz Jirak BA in Communication Arts Piedmont, OK
Carlyn Dawn Magness BA in Communication Arts Shattuck, OK
Kathy Martinez   » BA in Communication Arts Clinton, OK
Monica Gabriella Pfenning BA in Communication Arts Hobart, OK
Kierra Faye Prewitt BA in Communication Arts Cordell, OK
Chante Denise Randle BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Jesse Range BA in Communication Arts Arnett, OK
Merritt G. Taylor BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Amber Rose Thompson   ‡ BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Micaelah Brianne Thompson   ‡ BA in Communication Arts Hot Springs, AR
Nhu Nguyen Hoai Tran   » BA in Communication Arts Da Lat, Vietnam
David R. Castellanos Jr. BS in Biological Sciences Altus, OK
Zachary Cravens   § BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Courtney Joyce Marie Curless   ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Lahoma, OK
Keyla Marie Daniel BS in Biological Sciences Ardmore, OK
Ashna Dhoonmoon   H   ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Notre Dame, Mauritius
Sarah Jane Gore   ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Cordell, OK
Jake Logan Gregston   » BS in Biological Sciences Duncan, OK
Lindsey Janette Hendricks   § BS in Biological Sciences Bessie, OK
Charles Ray Henry Jr. BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Kate Hollenshead BS in Biological Sciences Farmerville, LA
Gustavo Kennedy Martinez   § BS in Biological Sciences Altus, OK
Taylor McBee   § BS in Biological Sciences Hooker, OK
Perri Brooke McGill   » BS in Biological Sciences Marietta, OK
Amelia McKennon BS in Biological Sciences Weatherford, OK
Catherine L. Patron BS in Biological Sciences Clinton, OK
Brooke D. Rankin   ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Elgin, OK
Maybree Rittenhouse   » BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, OK
Allison Danielle Statton   § BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Cassiday Clara Thompson BS in Biological Sciences Anadarko, OK
William Duy-Dat Ton-That   § BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Dallis P. Toth BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, OK
Brenda Vang BS in Biological Sciences Broken Arrow, OK
Jesse Noel Velasco Silva BS in Biological Sciences Clinton, OK
Tosha Lee Williams   ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Mustang, OK
Rahaf Ahmed Al-Johani BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Alina Shrestha   H   » BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Lalitpur, Nepal
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H - Honors Program;    § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5);     » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);     ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
Jonathan Reed Allen   § BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Albert, OK
Cassady Rae Hayes BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Fletcher, OK
Isabella Seay   » BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Weatherford, OK
Cade Cossey Childers BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Ashna Dhoonmoon   H   ‡  BA in Chemistry Notre Dame, Mauritius
Alexis Victoria Fanshier BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Garet Glen Crispin   § BS in Chemistry Thomas, OK
Dustin J. Davilla BS in Chemistry Anadarko, OK
John Izuchukwu Eze BS in Chemistry Windhoek, Namibia
Samantha Beth Grace Hamburger BS in Chemistry Barnsdall, OK
Kate Hollenshead BA in Chemistry Farmerville, LA
Caige Plsek BS in Chemistry West, TX
Zane Rulon   ‡ BS in Chemistry Elgin, OK
Kody Shoff   § BS in Chemistry Woodward, OK
Alina Shrestha   H  BA in Chemistry Lalitpur, Nepal
Tien T. Tran BS in Chemistry Oklahoma City, OK
Sushant Bhatta   § BS in Engineering Physics Kathmandu, Nepal
Murtadha Abdullah Bukhader BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Garet Glen Crispin BS in Engineering Physics Thomas, OK
Albaro Jesus Nino BS in Engineering Physics Commerce, OK
Ian Bruce Ray BS in Engineering Physics Hinton, OK
Kenneth L. Beck BA in English Stroud, OK
Kwyn Autumn Bollinger   ‡ BA in English Union City, OK
Olivia Butler   § BA in English Oklahoma City, OK
Jamie L. Holsapple BA in English Canton, OK
Bree’Anna Shanelle Jackson BA in English Dill City, OK
Parker Montgomery Long BA in English Weatherford, OK
Brianna Danielle Sutton BA in English Altus, OK
Sierra Aletta Mary Swanda BA in English Mountain Park, OK
Rebecca Wynell Bruno   § BA Ed in English Education Mangum, OK
Alexa Jade Ellis BA Ed in English Education Fort Cobb, OK
Laura Howe   § BA Ed in English Education Okeene, OK
Brittany Morgan Miller BA Ed in English Education Cordell, OK
Tara N. Siebert   ‡ BA Ed in English Education Washington, OK
Mercedes Alexia Pinon Chavez BA in Spanish Weatherford, OK
Kyra LeAnn Schmidt BA in Spanish Weatherford, OK
William Martin BS in Mathematics Yukon, OK
Albaro Jesus Nino BS in Mathematics Commerce, OK
Asgede Lucky Wessen Stefanos BS in Mathematics Weatherford, OK
Kristina Denbo BS Ed in Mathematics Education Burns Flat, OK
Laci Layne Friesen   » BS Ed in Mathematics Education Okarche, OK
Hunter Orion Kahn   § BS Ed in Mathematics Education Fairview, OK
Josiah Trey Langley BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph Weatherford, OK
Madison Brittney Steh BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph Alpharetta, GA
Heather Nikole Todd BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph Jenks, OK
Jenna Lea Adcock   ‡ BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Red Rock, OK
Shelby Alyssa Baker   § BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Des Arc, AR
Olivia Marie Jones   § BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Oklahoma City, OK
Ali Nicole Richards BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Bethany, OK
Quanah Erica Steele BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Oklahoma City, OK
Caleb Zerby BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Yukon, OK
Joaquin Angelo Martinez BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Anadarko, OK
Davison Nguyen BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Oklahoma City, OK
Anthony Randall Valentine BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Oklahoma City, OK
Jackson Alexander Anderson BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Enid, OK
Christina Jean Covington   § BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Choctaw, OK
Ella Susanne Gordon   § BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Owasso, OK
Kurt Allen Hall BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Vernon, TX
Kyle Hernasy BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Anadarko, OK
Ashley R. House BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Marlow, OK
Avery Lawson Morrison   § BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Owasso, OK
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Davison Nguyen BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Oklahoma City, OK
Thomas Jay Partin BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Ponca City, OK
Victoria Leeanne Poole   § BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Broken Arrow, OK
Cherokee Thomas Riddle BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Muskogee, OK
Austin Taylor Smith BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Weatherford, OK
Schylar Tripp   » BM Ed in Music Education - Instr/General Elk City, OK
Cheryl Carter BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Hobart, OK
Cortney Leigh Ann Epton BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Anadarko, OK
Kris Foster BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Feilding, New Zealand
Natalie Nichole Haworth   » BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Austin T. Jennings BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Oklahoma City, OK
Darien James Kuykendall BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Daniel Dean Lee BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Kailee Rene Lennox BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Elk City, OK
Wil Markus   § BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Okarche, OK
Megan Nicole Smith BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Calumet, OK
Stephanie M. Warner BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Kelsey Paige Whitaker BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Edmond, OK
Sheldon DeWayne Wilson BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Anadarko, OK
George Woods II BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Houston, TX
Blessing Oriyomi Abiodun BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Saeed Ahmed Alkhremy BA in Criminal Justice Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Saud Saad Almutairi BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
James R. Blood II BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Austin Browning   § BA in Criminal Justice Norman, OK
Hunter Dale Freeman BA in Criminal Justice El Reno, OK
Branden Chase Maxwell BA in Criminal Justice Clinton, OK
Ty Henry Normand   » BA in Criminal Justice Phoenix, AZ
Gloria E. Rivera BA in Criminal Justice Laverne, OK
Brent William Thompson BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Brent Russell Williams BA in Criminal Justice Santee, CA
Brady Litsch Boyd   § BA Ed in History Weatherford, OK
Trenton William Thomas BA Ed in History Weatherford, OK
Jordan Michele Winter BA Ed in History Oklahoma City, OK
Wyatt Dean Carter BA Ed in History Education Okarche, OK
Cameron Kyley Cowan BA Ed in History Education Yukon, OK
Joseph Gonzales   § BA Ed in History Education Justin, TX
Heath Tyler Holman BA Ed in History Education Yukon, OK
Oran Laub BA Ed in History Education Calumet, OK
Kyra LeAnn Schmidt   ‡ BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Cole Ryan Smith BA Ed in History Education Lucien, OK
Somali Smith BA Ed in History Education Adamsville, AL
Rebekah Lucille Caldwell BA in Political Science Weatherford, OK
Kirstyn Laine Eustace BA in Political Science Weatherford, OK
Mary Catheryn Iliff   ‡ BA in Political Science Shattuck, OK
Marisa Rose Molnar   ‡ BA in Political Science Fay, OK
Amanda Vang BA in Political Science Broken Arrow, OK
Bachelor’s Degrees – College of Professional and Graduate Studies
Lexi Brianne Berry BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Texhoma, OK
Emily Miller Buchalla   ‡ BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Piedmont, OK
Ashlyn Michelle Dillon BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Enid, OK
Sarah Nicole Fast BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Caitlynn Elizabeth Fincher BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Hinton, OK
Hannah Marie Moorman Fox BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Durham, OK
Krista Diane Gibbins BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Okarche, OK
Reagan Paige Harris   § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Haley Jackson   § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Altus, OK
Hope Tanna Nycole Jackson BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Hobart, OK
Dayana Mack   § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
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Ashli Danielle McDaniel BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Abbie Raeann Peck   § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Hobart, OK
McKinzi Dawn Peschl BS Ed in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Morgen Danae Price   » BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Cordell, OK
Hope Rennels BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Brooke Mackenzie Robinson BS Ed in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Vicki Shook BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Kayla Elizabethann Simpson BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Germantown, TN
Tyler Brynn Smith BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Walters, OK
Paige Ellen Ward   » BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Tuttle, OK
Tina Leanne Wittmeyer   § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Jaime E. Adams   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Olustee, OK
Sarah Lettice (Thomas) Ball BS Ed in Elementary Education Canute, OK
Jessica Rae Barnhill BS Ed in Elementary Education Texhoma, OK
Katelin Ashley Bledsoe   ‡ BS Ed in Elementary Education Claremore, OK
Madyson Lynn Boddy BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Sarah Marie Broadwater   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Cheyenne, OK
Jennifer Kathleen Brooks BS Ed in Elementary Education Bethany, OK
Holly Gabrielle Carter BS Ed in Elementary Education Hilliard, OH
Jessica Morgan Chase BS Ed in Elementary Education Norman, OK
Desiree Alexis Childs   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Allison Cox BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Erin Kate Dickey BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Quintin Thomas Dougherty BS Ed in Elementary Education Wichita, KS
Allison Elizabeth Eaton   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Calumet, OK
Piper Reilly Eaton BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Hannah Kathleen Ferguson   » BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Kylie Joan Godwin BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Glenda Lavon Goodson   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Courtney Lynne Gourdin   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Tucson, AZ
Caitlyn Brooke Havlik   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Elgin, OK
Sophia Hayward   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Michelle Elizabeth Hidlebaugh BS Ed in Elementary Education Moore, OK
Brianna Marie Hollister BS Ed in Elementary Education Hobart, OK
Jordan Nichole Holsapple BS Ed in Elementary Education Oakwood, OK
Kennady Lee House   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Blair, OK
Sarah Elizabeth House   ‡ BS Ed in Elementary Education Binger, OK
Kylie Diane Howard   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Priya Shawn Humphries BS Ed in Elementary Education Dover, OK
Paige Nicole Ketch   § BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Breanna Morgan Knowles BS Ed in Elementary Education Arnett, OK
Britney N. Lathrom BS Ed in Elementary Education Tulsa, OK
Roxanne D. Lewis   ‡ BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Jacey Marie Long   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Leon, IA
Kenneth Mendez-Diaz   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Devon Wesley Mitchell BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Alexandra Dianne Moore BS Ed in Elementary Education Woodward, OK
Kala A’lynn Morris BS Ed in Elementary Education Hammon, OK
Cathryn Irene Olsen BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Christa Michelle Park   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Sterling, OK
Ja’Mayia Bre’Yon Perez-Rose BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Ashlyn Marie Pine BS Ed in Elementary Education Newcastle, OK
Savannah Kate Pollard BS Ed in Elementary Education Erick, OK
Kelsi Ann Schmidtberger BS Ed in Elementary Education Houston, TX
Lauryn Taylor Sellers BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Mikayla Dawn Smith   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Thomas, OK
Summer Elizabeth Snow BS Ed in Elementary Education Blair, OK
Kaitlyn Michele Souders BS Ed in Elementary Education Pocasset, OK
Anastasia D. Stevenson BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Toni Stowe BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Megan Renaye Till   » BS Ed in Elementary Education Watonga, OK
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Samantha Lauren Titone BS Ed in Elementary Education Oklahoma City, OK
Jennifer Michelle Travis BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
KrisCinda Tyler BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Blaire Celeste Wall BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Allison Raye Watson BS Ed in Elementary Education Laverne, OK
Brooke LeeAnne Whalen BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Tabitha Lauren Buck BS Ed in Special Education Cordell, OK
Haley Nicole Davis   ‡ BS Ed in Special Education Lookeba, OK
Ty Austin Harrison BS Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Kendall Leigh Kelly BS Ed in Special Education Hobart, OK
Laci Danielle Maine BS Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Miranda Mae McDonald   § BS Ed in Special Education Mckinney, TX
Naomi Hazel Moore BS Ed in Special Education Guthrie, OK
Daisy Nataly Oropeza   » BS Ed in Special Education Sentinel, OK
Hana Segawa BS Ed in Special Education Gunma, Japan
Colton Armstrong BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Mustang, OK
Khalil Ja’kelle Barnes BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Anadarko, OK
Christopher Charles Beach BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Byron A. Cole BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Hammon, OK
Tanner L. Dearman BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Anadarko, OK
Christopher Daniel Graham BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Wilson, NC
Kayla Gerette Hebert BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Mckinney, TX
Quentin James Horne BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Audie Dalton Jackson BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Conroe, TX
Scott Selick Johnson BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Edmond, OK
Riley Paige Kinder BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Carnegie, OK
Austin Kruz Lynch BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Beggs, OK
Latesha R. Margerum BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Hinton, OK
Justin Lee Miller BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Thomas, OK
Corey Lake Mooney BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Sayre, OK
Kaley Joann Reding   § BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Aubrey, TX
Fletcher Paul Reed   ‡ BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Hobart, OK
Brooks M. Robertson BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Muldrow, OK
Kendi R. Spradlin BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Cordell, OK
Quinnton Tyler Wells BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Oklahoma City, OK
Addie Jo Aman BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Kedron DaTrell Banks BS in Exercise Science Dallas, TX
Dillon Thomas Bauer BS in Exercise Science Willis, TX
Joel Clarence Baxley BS in Exercise Science Wichita, KS
Justin Bigelow BS in Exercise Science Denison, TX
Brady Litsch Boyd BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Taryn Sue Brown BS in Exercise Science Rocky, OK
Kyler Jackson Butler   § BS in Exercise Science Elk City, OK
Taylor Canida   » BS in Exercise Science Ada, OK
Matthew Anthony Cathcart   § BS in Exercise Science London, United Kingdom
Margaret Ann Collins BS in Exercise Science Odonnell, TX
Shannon Nicole Driggers BS in Exercise Science Collinsville, OK
Jayden Fox   § BS in Exercise Science Woodward, OK
Quinton Antavious Gale BS in Exercise Science Duncanville, TX
Brittany Lee Gray BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Kody Hammontree BS in Exercise Science Jenks, OK
Stephanie Morgan Hancock BS in Exercise Science Checotah, OK
Cheyenne E. Harrison BS in Exercise Science Perry, OK
Jasmine Elizabeth Heffley BS in Exercise Science Denton, TX
Brittnie Morgan Jackson BS in Exercise Science Caddo Mills, TX
Bailey King   § BS in Exercise Science Boynton, OK
Sidney Rae Kirk BS in Exercise Science Corsicana, TX
Toby Gene Lawless   ‡ BS in Exercise Science Calumet, OK
Shalie D’Layne McAlister   § BS in Exercise Science Carlsbad, NM
Hannah Catherine McClure   ‡ BS in Exercise Science Marlow, OK
Ace McMahan BS in Exercise Science Wilson, OK
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Levi Tah Melendy BS in Exercise Science Elk City, OK
Tanner James Misak   § BS in Exercise Science Owasso, OK
Zachary S. Moore BS in Exercise Science Kingfisher, OK
Gage H. Morrow   § BS in Exercise Science Hobart, OK
Ty Keith Nelson   » BS in Exercise Science Pawnee, OK
Patrick Joseph O’Toole BS in Exercise Science Bixby, OK
Mesa Grace Huybers Robison   » BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Abigail K. Schade BS in Exercise Science Georgetown, TX
Amanda Nicole Schmidt BS in Exercise Science Ringwood, OK
Selika Dynae Shives BS in Exercise Science Binger, OK
Michael D. Sims BS in Exercise Science Woodward, OK
Tyler John Somers BS in Exercise Science Lexington, OK
Dalton L. Streber BS in Exercise Science Shawnee, OK
Sierra Nicole Thompson BS in Exercise Science Owasso, OK
Lauren Renee Tonkovich BS in Exercise Science Plano, TX
Kylie Anna Trujillo   ‡ BS in Exercise Science Edmond, OK
Miranda Marlene West BS in Exercise Science Celina, TX
Kristin Williams BS in Exercise Science Alex, OK
Lauren Rebecca Williams BS in Exercise Science Coseley, United Kingdom
Alexandria L. Wilson BS in Exercise Science Jonesboro, TX
Cameron Alan Wolf   » BS in Exercise Science Spearman, TX
Johnny Wong BS in Exercise Science Clinton, OK
Mark S. Wrenn BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Jordan L. Brashear BS in Parks and Recreation Management Bartlesville, OK
Jayton K. Bryant BS in Parks and Recreation Management Cordell, OK
Joseph Dewyon Castle BS in Parks and Recreation Management Beaumont, TX
Brittany Dennis   » BS in Parks and Recreation Management Garber, OK
Reece Wayne Fitchue BS in Parks and Recreation Management Fayetteville, AR
William Zane Gaillard BS in Parks and Recreation Management Goodwell, OK
Spencer Blake Gooden BS in Parks and Recreation Management Lonoke, AR
Chelsey Lachelle Griffith BS in Parks and Recreation Management Cordell, OK
Dustin M. Johnson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Taylor, TX
Kalen M. Johnson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Binger, OK
Morgan Jayne Leppke BS in Parks and Recreation Management Corn, OK
Thomas Gavin Lindley   § BS in Parks and Recreation Management Midwest City, OK
George Edward Mas BS in Parks and Recreation Management Moore, OK
John Anderson May BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Casey S. Nadeau BS in Parks and Recreation Management Lawton, OK
Jackelyn Mary Parrish BS in Parks and Recreation Management Okeene, OK
Tommy O. Peevyhouse BS in Parks and Recreation Management Frederick, OK
Chandler Dee Pettit BS in Parks and Recreation Management Carnegie, OK
Dalton Bryce Skipworth BS in Parks and Recreation Management Mountain View, OK
Clayton A. Smith BS in Parks and Recreation Management Canton, OK
Nicholas Carl Tate BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Jasmine Leandra Wilson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Bethany, OK
Donald Roe Beckham BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Devol, OK
Kyle Kent Burbridge   § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Cassville, MO
Cody Clayton Ewing   § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Arlington, TX
Haley Nicole Frost BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Oklahoma City, OK
Jacob E. Harriet   » BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Wellston, OK
David James Hewson BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Beachwood, NJ
Alex Samuel Holding BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Minco, OK
Jason Jake Madden BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Purcell, OK
Melissa Louann McCartney BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Bison, OK
Michael Cordell O’Kelley BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Hartshorne, OK
Connor Mitchel Ross O’Neil BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Keller, TX
Jarech Preston Page   » BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Edmond, OK
Gregory Lynn Perez   § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Rush Springs, OK
Benjamin John Radke BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Arapaho, OK
Ryan Richert BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Clinton, OK
Justin Alan Smith   § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Decatur, TX
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Beau H. Srader   § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Shattuck, OK
Austin James Trogdon BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Alfred Joe Van Fossen   » BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Trisha Jean Van Fossen   » BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Ray Keoni Walter BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Moore, OK
Micah Word BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Arnett, OK
Caitlin Elizabeth Absher   » BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Marcus Anderson II BS in Psychology Killeen, TX
Lacey Nicole Bailey BS in Psychology Gracemont, OK
Miranda Payton Blakney   § BS in Psychology Sand Springs, OK
Aleksi Nichole Cabaniss   ‡ BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Natalie Gail Curtis   ‡ BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Juliette Yvette De Leon BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Aleesha Marie Fuller   » BS in Psychology Bethany, OK
Celia Brenae Garrett BS in Psychology Rush Springs, OK
Kaylie Ashton Gill BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Sydney Dawn Gore BS in Psychology Calumet, OK
Mary Josephine Jennings Hertzel BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Dylan Allen Hetherington BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Kristen K. Hooper BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Kiley Lynn Johnson BS in Psychology Comanche, OK
Taryn Nicole Karlin   ‡ BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Hattie Murray   § BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Breanna Rose Neer BS in Psychology Mooreland, OK
Helen-Pearl Nashoba Malanta Nimsey BS in Psychology Anadarko, OK
Sierra Owens BS in Psychology Gore, OK
Suzanne Michelle Parker   ‡ BS in Psychology Blanchard, OK
Shelly Marie Pierce   » BS in Psychology Brookshire, TX
Sara Leandra Posas BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Ally Mae Reese BS in Psychology Stillwater, OK
Jamorion Montrell Rose BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Victoria Lynn Smith BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Anthony Cole Spires BS in Psychology Jones, OK
Ashley Taylor Turner BS in Psychology Altus, OK
Ashley Marie Young   § BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Kymberlee Meishel Adams BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Norah Al Atwah BBA in Accounting Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Abdullah Alghazwi BBA in Accounting Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Ali Almustafa BBA in Accounting Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Abdulshahid Qasem Alsalman BBA in Accounting Alhasa, Saudi Arabia
Connie Leigh Bentley BBA in Accounting Yukon, OK
Raveena Mahendra Bhakta BBA in Accounting Shattuck, OK
Kevin Blessing Jr. BBA in Accounting San Antonio, TX
Ashlie Marie Bowmaker BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Taylor Bowman BBA in Accounting Hinton, OK
Miranda Constant BBA in Accounting Ardmore, OK
Micah Sheldon Croke   ‡ BBA in Accounting Elgin, OK
Kayla Ariel Denning   § BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Casie Ceira Funk   § BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Ashtin Taylor Green BBA in Accounting Amber, OK
Michelle Gutermuth   § BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Robert Kade Hajny BBA in Accounting Thomas, OK
Abby Lea Hale BBA in Accounting Blanchard, OK
Tory Rae Haynes   ‡ BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Emmaly Ann Helt   ‡ BBA in Accounting Kingfisher, OK
Laramee Renee Herring BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Miranda Paige Hinds   » BBA in Accounting Norman, OK
Cameron Denan Horn   § BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Kaylin Lee BBA in Accounting Cordell, OK
Kylie Marie Lent   § BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Kelli Dawn Easter Leverett   § BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
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Jimmy Luke Lewallen   § BBA in Accounting Elk City, OK
Randy David Moeller   § BBA in Accounting Enid, OK
Ruth Ella Murray BBA in Accounting Granite, OK
Blake Pierce BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Julio Ulysses Ramirez BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Brittany Ann Reed   » BBA in Accounting Woodward, OK
Nathan Retherford   ‡ BBA in Accounting Hydro, OK
Luisa Samantha Rodriguez BBA in Accounting Liberal, KS
Tyler James Smith BBA in Accounting Duncan, OK
Tyler Sparks BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Makayla Diane Tate   § BBA in Accounting Seiling, OK
Heather Nikole Todd BBA in Accounting Jenks, OK
Cody Owen Wheeler BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Kacie Malin Whetstone BBA in Accounting Hobart, OK
Addison Lynn White   » BBA in Accounting Newcastle, OK
Maegan Rae Yost   ‡ BBA in Accounting Kingfisher, OK
Kevin Lee Baker BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Taylor Bowman BBA in Entrepreneurship Hinton, OK
Dakota Austin Everett Key   § BBA in Entrepreneurship Vici, OK
Krisha Beth Lambertus   § BBA in Entrepreneurship Stillwater, OK
Kylie Marie Lent BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Sloan James Smith BBA in Entrepreneurship Blackie, AB, Canada
Alexandra Marie Young BBA in Entrepreneurship Mangum, OK
Seham Ibrahim Alaqil   § BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Mohammed Albayat BBA in Finance Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Alhamidi Faisal Aldawish BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Basil Ali Alessa BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Mohand Ageel Alghafli BBA in Finance Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ali Alghamdi BBA in Finance Yanbu, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Mohammed Aljuzayri   § BBA in Finance Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Jassim Ali Alkhalaf BBA in Finance Al Hafuf, Saudi Arabia
Ali Ibrahim Alkuabiy   ‡ BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Taibah Almilad BBA in Finance Ras Taruan, Saudi Arabia
Ali Mohammed Ridah Almirza BBA in Finance Edmond, OK
Abdulaziz Khaled Almuqbil BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Muhannad Abdullah Alsaif   § BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Taher Abdullah Alsalman   » BBA in Finance Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
Abdullah Abdulrahman Altukhayfi BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Emad Ali Alwesaibie BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Abdulmajeed Alzaban BBA in Finance Ridaydh, Saudi Arabia
Caitlyn Rae Babcock   ‡ BBA in Finance Edmond, OK
Omar Ahmed Baghlaf BBA in Finance Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Anas Mohammed Binomran BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Bryce Butcher   § BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Bailey Nichole Deutschendorf   ‡ BBA in Finance Fairview, OK
Avery Chance Dixon BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Kyle Todd Doty BBA in Finance Devol, OK
Amber Abril Fernandez BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Keagan Bay Gene Flaming BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Michelle Gutermuth BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Kodi Benae Hair BBA in Finance Blair, OK
Laramee Renee Herring BBA in Finance Altus, OK
Cameron Denan Horn BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Lynlea Raquel Hunter BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Hoang Khanh Le   ‡ BBA in Finance Hue, Vietnam
Amber Jean Lewis BBA in Finance Yukon, OK
Makena Melrose Minton   ‡ BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Cameron Lee Page   § BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Devan C. Rhode BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Mohammed Jaffer Ahmed Alghazwi BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Ahmed Mohammed Albaqshi BBA in Management Alahsaa, Saudi Arabia
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Omar Mohammed Albar BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Haitham Talal Aldarbi BBA in Management Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Mohammed Aljuzayri BBA in Management Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Ali Ibrahim Alkuabiy BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Mustafa Al Mustafa   » BBA in Management Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Salman Mohammad Al salman BBA in Management Alhafif, Saudi Arabia
Taher Abdullah Alsalman BBA in Management Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
Emad Ali Alwesaibie BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Connor Reid Anderson BBA in Management Bartlett, TN
Omar Ahmed Baghlaf BBA in Management Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Amanda L. Bintliff BBA in Management McLoud, OK
Kevin Blessing Jr. BBA in Management San Antonio, TX
Ahmed Saleh Bokhader BBA in Management Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
Cody Wade Bratten BBA in Management Washington, OK
Andrew Thomas Burns   § BBA in Management Tulsa, OK
Nicole Chan BBA in Management Oklahoma City, OK
Brady Jon Cox   » BBA in Management Newcastle, OK
Francesca Lake Faye Crispin   » BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Celeste M. Day BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Maci Gail Dunning BBA in Management Yukon, OK
Casie Ceira Funk BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Kendra Nicole Gift   » BBA in Management Balko, OK
Rachel Renea Hale   § BBA in Management Owasso, OK
Quinton Hand BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Brooke Hoehner BBA in Management Hinton, OK
Courtney Lynn Horton BBA in Management Lone Wolf, OK
Hang Huynh   § BBA in Management Altus, OK
Saasha Jacobson BBA in Management Gresham, OR
Mason Garrett Kane   § BBA in Management Minco, OK
Kailey Raquel Kelley BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Elizabeth Rhiannon King   » BBA in Management Bethany, OK
Hoang Khanh Le BBA in Management Hue, Vietnam
Morgan Lyn Little BBA in Management Elk City, OK
Lane S. Moore BBA in Management Lonoke, AR
Caroline Jeannell Morgan   ‡ BBA in Management Calumet, OK
Kaysi Michael Morrison   » BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Fred Lee Penner BBA in Management Fairview, OK
Bravane Shandon Alexander Phelps BBA in Management Ulysses, KS
Corey Lynn Phelps BBA in Management Minco, OK
Troy Walter Reddoch BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Brooklyn Kaye Reed   » BBA in Management Elk City, OK
Brady Lane Roper BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Nicholas B. Shoemaker   § BBA in Management Bartlesville, OK
John Harold Srader   » BBA in Management Norman, OK
Carley Anne Strawn BBA in Management Shawnee, OK
Preston Lee Switzer BBA in Management Cordell, OK
Kayla Marie Taylor   ‡ BBA in Management Binger, OK
Nathan Taylor BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Tyler Gage Thompson BBA in Management Bessie, OK
Brenna D. Villlines BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Brock Michael Walker   § BBA in Management Elk City, OK
Samantha E. Waterman BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Jacob Thomas Wedel BBA in Management Cordell, OK
Ashley Nichole Williams BBA in Management Mesquite, TX
Yuyun Clifford Ajume   » BBA in Management Kumbo, Egypt
Logan Grant Asbill BBA in Marketing Oklahoma City, OK
Ryan David Baldwin   § BBA in Marketing Fairview, OK
Holly RoseAnn Barry   § BBA in Marketing Oklahoma City, OK
Andrew Thomas Burns BBA in Marketing Tulsa, OK
Trevor Dean Eddy BBA in Marketing Burns Flat, OK
Jayde B. Ferguson BBA in Marketing Watonga, OK
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DeLayni Funkhouser Fine   § BBA in Marketing Reno, NV
David Djoze Ghavami   § BBA in Marketing Owasso, OK
Ana Laura Gomez Moreno BBA in Marketing Morelia, Mexico
Jessie Rae Goodwin BBA in Marketing Rockwall, TX
Stefan Eric Bo Idstam   § BBA in Marketing Mariefred, Sweden
Billy Dwayne Kellogg Jr. BBA in Marketing Minneapolis, MN
Kempei Kikuchi BBA in Marketing Tokyo, Japan
Braedon Shane Martinez BBA in Marketing Guymon, OK
Guadalupe Pina BBA in Marketing Clinton, OK
Dylan Power BBA in Marketing North Las Vegas, NV
Jessica Deanne Ray   » BBA in Marketing Oklahoma City, OK
Troy Walter Reddoch BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Connor Clark Simmons   » BBA in Marketing Thomas, OK
Thomas Dale Smith BBA in Marketing Edmond, OK
Daniel Lee Thompson   ‡ BBA in Marketing Elk City, OK
Trevor R. Welton BBA in Marketing Garland, TX
Clay Stephen Wilkerson BBA in Marketing Heath, TX
Ashley Nichole Williams BBA in Marketing Mesquite, TX
DeShawn Jamaine Young BBA in Marketing Chickasha, OK
Abulkhair Essam Aggad BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Abdullah Abdulaziz Albagshi BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Alahsaa, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Abdulhamid Alfaris BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Hofuf, Saudi Arabia
Muteb Almetiri BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Thomas Wade Crews BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph El Reno, OK
Jameel Mustafa Fatani   § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Ryan Scott Henson BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Tyler Blair Henson BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Chad Michael Iven   § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Longdale, OK
Blaine Thomas Matthews BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Okarche, OK
William Ray McCaslin III BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Chickasha, OK
Jeremy David McKellips BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Hydro, OK
Dean Owen Phares   § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Burns Flat, OK
Sweksha Poudel   ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Kathmandu, Nepal
Ricardo Rivera BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Prabhjyot Singh Saluja   § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Joshua Santos BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Georgetown, TX
Devin Widener Smoot BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Shelby W. Steiner BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Prasum Thapa   ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Nepal
Michael Waylon Tucker BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Tasha Rae Marie Wicker BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Abdullah Ahmed Alamro   § BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Abdulaziz Mohammed Alhedithy BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Saleh Alsaad BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Weatherford, OK
Hussain Mohammed Alsaffar   § BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Pratush Reddy Desi Reddy   » BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Tirupati , India
Terry Lee McMillion III BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph New Smyrna, FL
Taylor Raeann Carnes   § BS in Organizational Leadership Elk City, OK
Cassandra Loch BS in Organizational Leadership Yukon, OK
Mary Beth North   § BS in Organizational Leadership Erick, OK
Susan Elaine Poulson BS in Organizational Leadership Woodward, OK
April Dawn Shrader   § BS in Organizational Leadership Thomas, OK
DeShawna Marie Smith BS in Organizational Leadership Elk City, OK
Stephanie Nichole Abshire BS in Engineering Technology Newalla, OK
Clint Arthur Adams BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Hassan Salman Al Fadhl BS in Engineering Technology Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Ali Al Eid BS in Engineering Technology Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ali Abdullah Alkhalaf BS in Engineering Technology Omran, Saudi Arabia
Ammar Ismail A. Alkhalaf BS in Engineering Technology Saudi Arabia
Mindil Oudah Alkhaldi BS in Engineering Technology Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Essa Al Mashhad BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
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Mohammed Hassan Almomen BS in Engineering Technology Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ali Alsaffar BS in Engineering Technology Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Rami Ahmad Alshammari BS in Engineering Technology Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Blake Edward Barber BS in Engineering Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Travis Daniel Carroll   § BS in Engineering Technology Harrah, OK
Nicholas Angel Castillo BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Abraham J. Downing BS in Engineering Technology Mangum, OK
Matthew Richard Dyson BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Ivan Rigoberto Escobedo-Martinez BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Tyler J. Follis BS in Engineering Technology Whitesboro, TX
Jeffrey Scott Lagaly   » BS in Engineering Technology Union City, OK
Levi Sion Lobmeyer BS in Engineering Technology Darrouzett, TX
Brittany Paige Mason BS in Engineering Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Jacob Allen Lee Mason BS in Engineering Technology Calumet, OK
Igor Matei BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Turki Fahad Abdallah Mohammed BS in Engineering Technology Catonsville, MD
Andrew Virgel Moon BS in Engineering Technology Fay, OK
Margaret Lea Musser BS in Engineering Technology Amarillo, TX
Nkengasong Ntonghanwah BS in Engineering Technology Bowie, MD
Dylan Stone Ortega BS in Engineering Technology Guthrie, OK
Adam Dean Pearson BS in Engineering Technology Crawford, OK
Jay Bennett Penner BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Tulsa Clay Clarke Ramsey BS in Engineering Technology Eakly, OK
Bryson Lane Ridley   § BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Tiler Smalley Rose   ‡ BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Noe Ruiz BS in Engineering Technology Marlow, OK
Joseph Dean Rymer BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Stuart Austin Schamburg BS in Engineering Technology Hydro, OK
Nicholas Heath Shenold BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Jacob Michael Steigman   ‡ BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Brinden Wallace BS in Engineering Technology Henryetta, OK
William Alton White BS in Engineering Technology Norman, OK
Caleb Jay Wichert BS in Engineering Technology Corn, OK
Madisyn B. Abbe BS in Industrial Technology Walters, OK
Habeeb Manar Al Fateel BS in Industrial Technology Norman, OK
Ali Daham Albaiji BS in Industrial Technology Hafar Albatin, Saudi Arabia
Nader Abdulkareem Alghamdi BS in Industrial Technology Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Abdulmohsen Almarri BS in Industrial Technology Alkhafan, Saudi Arabia
Eric Boakye BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Spencer Allen Eldred BS in Industrial Technology Fairview, OK
Rashad D’wayne Jackson BS in Industrial Technology Titusville, FL
Rachael Ann Lane BS in Industrial Technology Oklahoma City, OK
James Joseph Thornton BS in Industrial Technology Okarche, OK
Devin H. Wilson   § BS in Industrial Technology Woodward, OK
Ryan Alexander Clark BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Alexandria Nicole Dixon   § BS in Athletic Training Broken Arrow, OK
Stephanie Estala   ‡ BS in Athletic Training Clinton, OK
Aaron Charles Mark Gilley BS in Athletic Training Elgin, OK
Mitchell Alexander Hays BS in Athletic Training Marlow, OK
Christopher Klick BS in Athletic Training Cherokee, OK
Brianna Kaitlyn Neely BS in Athletic Training Wellston, OK
Rileigh Tenae Ricken   § BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Mohammed Moaadi Alqhtani BS in Health Care Administration Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Yousaf Masfer Alqhtani BS in Health Care Administration Mushayt, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Salman Alkhalaf BS in Health Care Administration Alhassa, Saudi Arabia
Vanessa Marie Amante   § BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Shelby Breann Calkins   § BS in Health Care Administration Vici, OK
Bayleigh C. Collins   § BS in Health Care Administration Fort Cobb, OK
Jessie Marie Lane Davis BS in Health Care Administration Colcord, OK
Celeste M. Day BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Lena Dobson BS in Health Care Administration Minco, OK
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Emily Lynn Eitzen BS in Health Care Administration Fairview, OK
Emily Claire Folsom   § BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Walker Scott Girty BS in Health Care Administration Piedmont, OK
Natasha Lea Hathaway BS in Health Care Administration Wheeler, TX
Kendi Blake Horton BS in Health Care Administration Carnegie, OK
Kori Howard   § BS in Health Care Administration Wheeler, TX
Mika Nicole Howard BS in Health Care Administration Watonga, OK
Jessie Hunter   § BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Austin Michael Loomis   § BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Nehyma Yvonne Martinez BS in Health Care Administration Guymon, OK
Shawnda Nicole Morris BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Abigail Faye Odle BS in Health Care Administration Mustang, OK
Jacqueline Mariah Standingwater Perkins BS in Health Care Administration Tuttle, OK
Hunter LaNell Riggins   § BS in Health Care Administration Leedey, OK
Dasha Caylene Sawyer   § BS in Health Care Administration Arapaho, OK
Jayson Christopher Skalla   § BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Caitlyn Nicole Thiele BS in Health Care Administration Sherman, TX
Madison Marie Weedn BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Adriann Maurice Atendido BS in Health Information Management Edmond, OK
Lauren Wylie Buchalla   » BS in Health Information Management Piedmont, OK
Alexis Christen BS in Health Information Management Elwood, NE
Trevor L. Collier BS in Health Information Management Woodward, OK
Amanda Louise Dailey BS in Health Information Management Sand Springs, OK
Christina D. Dees   » BS in Health Information Management Ponca City, OK
Brooklyn Michelle Espinosa BS in Health Information Management Weatherford, OK
Zachary S. Grimes   § BS in Health Information Management Piedmont, OK
Christy Ann Gripe BS in Health Information Management Tuttle, OK
Katie Dee Haley   » BS in Health Information Management Oklahoma City, OK
Jessica Briggs Lewis BS in Health Information Management Frederick, OK
Janelle Diann Lowe   » BS in Health Information Management Mangum, OK
Corey J. Lung   » BS in Health Information Management Owasso, OK
Breanna Nicole Neeley BS in Health Information Management Weatherford, OK
Stephanie Kay Norman BS in Health Information Management Newcastle, OK
Andrea Nicole Ocenar   § BS in Health Information Management El Reno, OK
Natasha Olson BS in Health Information Management Oklahoma City, OK
Kaydee Beth Pearson   § BS in Health Information Management Hinton, OK
Jenna Nichole Reeves   § BS in Health Information Management Altus, OK
Taneshia Reyes BS in Health Information Management Elk City, OK
Krystal Brooke Taylor BS in Health Information Management Choctaw, OK
Cara Lindsay Williamson   ‡ BS in Health Information Management Oklahoma City, OK
Amanda Nicole Wilson BS in Health Information Management Shawnee, OK
Sheridan A. Word   § BS in Health Information Management Arnett, OK
Linsey Brooke Barger   » BAS in Health Science Anadarko, OK
Kevin Thanh Bui BAS in Health Science Oklahoma City, OK
Stacey D. Coleman-Hughes BAS in Health Science Lawton, OK
MiKayla Nicole Harrison BAS in Health Science Elk City, OK
Kaitlin Faith Kemp BAS in Health Science Longdale, OK
Chelby Lynn Mansel BAS in Health Science Walters, OK
Ashley R. Mayo BAS in Health Science Newcastle, OK
Myles J. Newton BAS in Health Science Edmond, OK
Melissa Peni BAS in Health Science Lawton, OK
Sarah Ann Starr   § BAS in Health Science Fort Cobb, OK
Laramie Cheyenne Wright BAS in Health Science Weatherford, OK
Reem Saad Almutairi BS in Health Sciences Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Salman Mohammad Al Salman   » BS in Health Sciences Alhafif, Saudi Arabia
Shelby Madison Austin   » BS in Health Sciences Tulsa, OK
Tenise Bachelder   § BS in Health Sciences Cordell, OK
Matthew Kade Blakley BS in Health Sciences Custer City, OK
Hope Emily Cochran   § BS in Health Sciences Edson, KS
Caitlin Paige Coker BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Rhamisha Denise Crump BS in Health Sciences Lawton, OK
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Holly Ann Davis BS in Health Sciences Haven, KS
Jennifer Nicole Elam   § BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Robert Chase Garrison   ‡ BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Elizabeth Gutierrez   § BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Mikayla A. Howorka   § BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Rukayat Ifeoma Idris BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Peyton Jean Isbell   » BS in Health Sciences Waukomis, OK
Chandler Roof Jennings   ‡ BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Collin Jennings   » BS in Health Sciences Harrah, OK
Griffin Thompson Jones   § BS in Health Sciences Edmond, OK
Jordan Keith Jones   » BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Mary P. Le BS in Health Sciences Bethany, OK
Gatlin Reid Loken BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Hannah Leigh Madison   » BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Art Justin P. Maloco BS in Health Sciences Enid, OK
Paityn Nicole Matthews BS in Health Sciences Gracemont, OK
Bethaney Noelle Meier   § BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Colton Dean Mitchell   ‡ BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Paden Stewart Morris BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Calhoun Murray   » BS in Health Sciences Granite, OK
Courtney Morgan Noble BS in Health Sciences Mooreland, OK
Lucas Murray Parsons BS in Health Sciences Cordell, OK
Kaylee Ann Patton   § BS in Health Sciences Perryton, TX
Reyna Crystal Rezendis BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Kathryn Alex Rodgers   § BS in Health Sciences Hydro, OK
Jordan McKinzie-Lee Roper BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Kyla L. Rowe BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Samantha Jane Royce BS in Health Sciences Stillwater, OK
Hannah Ruble BS in Health Sciences Woodward, OK
Mikayla L. Sebastian   » BS in Health Sciences Fort Cobb, OK
Laurel Deidre-ann Thomas BS in Health Sciences Keller, TX
Kara Vincent BS in Health Sciences Hydro, OK
Hanna Lea Watson BS in Health Sciences Arapaho, OK
Sonia Lumnwi Amabo BS in Nursing Edmond, OK
Jakeldon Babers BS in Nursing Mckinney, TX
Brett A. Baldwin BS in Nursing Edmond, OK
Dominic DaShawn Blue BS in Nursing Arkoma, OK
Brittany Ann Brewster BS in Nursing Fort Cobb, OK
Matalyn Blayke Brooks   § BS in Nursing Leedey, OK
Christian Kyle Lee Buckner BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Sarah Ashley Butcher BS in Nursing Marlow, OK
Madison E. Carter BS in Nursing Sapulpa, OK
Jeewa Ching BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Tasha Kay Clewell BS in Nursing Watonga, OK
Miranda Constant BS in Nursing Ardmore, OK
Mikayla Nicole Cooper   § BS in Nursing Blanchard, OK
Ryle Noelle Danker BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Cassandra Joy Dirickson   § BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Nicole Marie Donato BS in Nursing Cordell, OK
Kylie Brianne Evans   § BS in Nursing Liberal, KS
Kylee Grace Gregston   » BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Jasilin Nicole Hall   » BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Gina Dawn Harnois BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Jenna Lee Hays BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Cailey Ivonne Herrera   § BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Tanner Scott Holsted BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Kristy Renee Hulett   § BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Allison Ann James BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Emily Rose Kessler   » BS in Nursing Owasso, OK
Justine Airelle Bonife Labrador   § BS in Nursing Hong Kong, China
Kenzie Brooke Lind BS in Nursing Elk City, OK
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Matthew Mendoza BS in Nursing Turpin, OK
Selene Edith Salazar Nino BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Sheldon Faith Perry BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Chelsea Danielle Rackley BS in Nursing Union City, OK
Jennifer Michaela Rodriguez   § BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Morgan Andrea Rozell BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Ashleigh Paige Seale BS in Nursing Piedmont, OK
Emily Roxanne Smith BS in Nursing Hydro, OK
Lauren Nicholle Spencer BS in Nursing Purcell, OK
Peyton Tadlock   » BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Jentri Joy Thompson BS in Nursing El Reno, OK
Kaylin M. Trompeter BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Stephanie Michele Voss   ‡ BS in Nursing Douglass, KS
Marisa Word   § BS in Nursing Enid, OK
Ernest Tabi Abunaw BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Rachel Ann Allen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Matilda S. Bates BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Shannon Noelle Bell   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Liberty, MO
Jordan Grace Bennett BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Makala Marie Benson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Nicolle DayAaron Bevington BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Celeste Lynn Bidwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Lindsay Marie Birdwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Christopher Gordon Bishop BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Sasha Blackfox-Qualls BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hulbert, OK
Brooke Boettler   » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Purcell, OK
Colton Edward Boyle BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Melissa A. Brady BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Stephanie D. Britt BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Thomas Michael Brock BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Andrew Phillip Brogdon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Claremore, OK
Hunter Shane Brown   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Krista D. Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Madison Steely Brown   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Matthew Aaron Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Benjamin Travis Buckley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Jamie Michelle Burney BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
Lacey Rae Campbell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Arcadia, OK
Cole Prentice Chapman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Ivy Cherian BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Adrienne Machelle Christner BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Pheng Cing BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Cassandra Grace Clark   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Sarah Peggy Nan Clark BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Lindsey Rae Crawford BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Noble, OK
Breana Nicole Cyrus   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mannford, OK
Solange Dabone   » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Stillwater, OK
Mariana Elizabeth De La Torre BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno, OK
Chelsea DeBose BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Wheeler, TX
Barbara L. Downs BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Ashley Eckels BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Woodward, OK
Carrie D. Edwards BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno, OK
Jennifer Louise Emerling   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hagerstown, MD
Andreia Caldwell Enarson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Felicia Dawn Epp BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Rachel Mary Eudey   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kelly Fields   » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Holly Taylor Fleetwood BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Catoosa, OK
Tiffany Jean Forster BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blair, OK
Brent Leland Foster BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Jaqulyne L. Garland BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
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Sandra Lee Garrett   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hinton, OK
Alexis Cate Glad BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Margaret Westen Godfrey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
April Mae Graham   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrie, OK
Holly Grayless BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Ebony Latrice Green BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Barbara Jean Ham BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Kari Danae Hamill BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Stillwater, OK
Debra Kay Hancock BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Ashley Elizabeth Hanlin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Johns Creek, GA
Shayna Renae Hard BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Melinda Michelle Hardin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Megan Elizabeth Harding BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bixby, OK
Nicole Renee Harrison BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Sarah Jean Harwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Douglas R. Hatch BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Phillip Craig Hatley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Ardmore, OK
Tara Beth Herren BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Lindsey Rae Herrin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Las Vegas, NV
Susan E. Hightower BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Donna Marie Hill BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Sara Ann Johns BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Michelle Lynn Hollingsworth   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Carrie Dawn Hubert BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Christy N. Huff   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Danielle Scott Hunter BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Faith Andrea Hurd   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Betty Ann Stevens Irvin   » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hugo, OK
Brooke Jackson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Sarah Danyeall Jacobs BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Emily Mae Jewell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Millissa M. Johnson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Bow, OK
Melissa Jones BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bixby, OK
Houston C. Joy   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Rachel Joann Kamler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Molly Keochanthanivong BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Jennifer Kerstetter BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Marlow, OK
Elena Marie Ketner BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Cache, OK
Shandi Kidd BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Gina Jo Kilpatrick BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Ashley Lynne King BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sand Springs, OK
Christopher King BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Jennifer Renae Knopp BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Cashion, OK
Lindsey Spain Koch BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Joseph Francis Krebsbach BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Karena Ann Kuntzelman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Nicole Le BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Donna M. Leachman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Irene N. Lewis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Kayce Dawn Lilley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Micaela Nicole Lock BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kristina Luna BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bethany, OK
Maria Del Rosario Magueyal Sanchez CL BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Elisha Mann BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Elizabeth Ann Marsh BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Elizabeth Dawn Mast   » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Corey Matzkanin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Laura L. Maxwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Rebecca Denise McCarley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Megan V. McFarland BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Crystal Jayd McGaha BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
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Andrea Migdalski BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Richelle M. Milburn BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Billie Lorraine Miller BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mannford, OK
Aaron Gilman Minnis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Jennifer Nicole Minnis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Alaina Michelle Moore BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Theresa De-Ann Moore   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Courtney R. Moreau BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Kylie Shea Morgan   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Michelle Christine Morsman   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Alison Lynn Murlin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Round Rock, TX
Phuong Thanh Nguyen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Mallory Dawn Nicoll   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Jordan Leigh Noblitt BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Kellie Jean Norris BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bartlesville, OK
Brian Obinero BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Ifeoma Grace Ogbalu   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Chioma C. Ogbedi BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bayonne, NJ
Jaree Orr   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Madison Lynn Oswald BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Lori E. Owens BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Brenda Pantoja BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Nancy A. Parks   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Gabriela Louise Pennock BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Kathryn Rose Pickle   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Mariana Guadalupe Piedra BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Lena M. Pizzolato BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Okmulgee, OK
Julie Renee Ramirez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Owasso, OK
Katia Heistand Ray BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tuttle, OK
Michael Morgan Reed II BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Ginny Marie Riise BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Julia Alejandra Rivas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Tracy Renee Robbins   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mcloud, OK
Valerie Jean Runyon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Krystle Rene’ Ruzicka BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Crystal Marie Salser BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Katherine J. Sebastain BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Owasso, OK
Skylar Jane Sever BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lakewood, CO
Misty D. Shook   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Dewey, OK
Jennifer Lynn Shrader BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Iliza Shrestha BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Caleb Z. Shultz BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Kaleigh Nichole Sidwell   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Shawnee, OK
Katherine Anne Marie Siemens BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Samantha Michele Lee Sites BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Morris, OK
Beverly Rose Smith   ‡ BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Chickasha, OK
Carly Brett Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lexington, OK
Cassi M. Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Cleveland, OK
Sherri A. Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Rochelle Renee Snow BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elmore City, OK
Ashley Dawn Crawford Sourjohn BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Pryor, OK
Jesse Wade Staton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Shelly Lynn Stilwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Vanessa Storozuk BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elgin, OK
Saeeda Sultana BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Dena Marie Suthers BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Grant Steven Swayze   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Ella Jean Tatro   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Calumet, OK
Catherine Agnes Stroo Teeselink BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Christina Ramona Tomlin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Marlana M. Travis   § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
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Amanda Dawn Wade BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Michelle Christine Vannoy BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
Autumn Lacey Vaughn BS in Nursing - RN to BSN McAlester, OK
Hilary Elizabeth Voigt BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Wake Forest, NC
Jessica Monique Walker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Tiffany Nicole Walker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Heather Marie Wallace BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kaley Warren BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Aimee Leigh Weik   » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Debra Wesley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Iris Nicole West BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Maria Celeste West BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jenna Fae Whitaker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
London Amalie Whitlaw BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Ali K. Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Cara Beth Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Janese Michele Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Lindsey Wilson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Nicole A. Workman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Jessica Marie Wright BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Cache, OK
Kourtni Ryanne Wright BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Kenny Shane Wythe BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Andrea R. Ziadeh BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Graduate Degrees – College of Professional and Graduate Studies
Ali Alkuabiy Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Salman Mohammad Al Salman Master of Business Administration Alhafif, Saudi Arabia
Dylan Trent Biggs Master of Business Administration Clinton, OK
Kayleigh Brown Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Benjamin Adam Campbell Master of Business Administration Sapulpa, OK
Courtney Estelle Chedester Master of Business Administration Harrah, OK
Ashley Danielle DeVaughan Master of Business Administration Fort Cobb, OK
Daylan Drake Dial Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Kylse Lynn Dixon Master of Business Administration Rocky, OK
Zachary Lynn Feightner Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Ryan Feller Master of Business Administration Altus, OK
Sarai Danielle Flynn Master of Business Administration Edmond, OK
Ethan Vance Foust Master of Business Administration Blanchard, OK
Christopher David Earl Gallowich Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
Chrishayla Dominique Glover Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Erika Anne Heffner Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Jose Callito Hernandez Master of Business Administration Sayre, OK
Sierra Genevieve Hopson Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Lauren Taylor Howerton Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
Taylor Ryan Inman Master of Business Administration Claremore, OK
Eunkyung Jeong Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Kelsey Joelle Johnson Master of Business Administration Thomas, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Johnston Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Taylor Alexandra Kline Master of Business Administration Springdale, AR
Garret Lahr Master of Business Administration Alva, OK
Luke Alexander Madsen Master of Business Administration Marshalltown, IA
Jeevan Maharjan Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Shristi Maharjan Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Lindsey Anne Morgan Master of Business Administration Stillwater, OK
Alicia Nitzel Master of Business Administration Calumet, OK
Vaibhav Pandya Master of Business Administration Uttar Pradesh, India
Archana Narendrabhai Patel Master of Business Administration Clinton, OK
Lindey Ann Davis Smith Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Sobotamoh Keunag Eric Master of Business Administration Yaounde Mendong, Cameroon
Haylee Scout Steuart Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
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Sanduo Nzoefouo Ines Epse Tambandue Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Ellen Trotter Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Chandra Vue Master of Business Administration Broken Arrow, OK
Kelsey Lauren Watkins Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Shauna D. Jarvis M Ed in Art Weatherford, OK
Whitney N. Misak M Ed in Biomedical Sci and Microbiology Colony, OK
McKenzy LaRae Allen M Ed in Classroom Teaching Watonga, OK
Kyle Anderson M Ed in Classroom Teaching Elk City, OK
Tresce Jessica Clark M Ed in Classroom Teaching Weatherford, OK
Ashley Renee Kelley M Ed in Classroom Teaching Clinton, OK
Leland Damon Alexander M Ed in Education Administration Wagoner, OK
April Aston M Ed in Education Administration Clinton, OK
Matt T. Barnhart M Ed in Education Administration Grove, OK
Garland Malachi Sims Blaxton M Ed in Education Administration Lexington, OK
Brandon Chase Bookout M Ed in Education Administration Enid, OK
Danny Douglas Britton M Ed in Education Administration Burns Flat, OK
Colin Drew Burris M Ed in Education Administration Ponca City, OK
Cheryl K. Card M Ed in Education Administration Choctaw, OK
Angela Cook M Ed in Education Administration Granite, OK
Christine Renee Danner M Ed in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Daniel Tsutey Kofi DeSouza M Ed in Education Administration Norman, OK
Michael Eaves M Ed in Education Administration Marlow, OK
Craig Kenneth Engel M Ed in Education Administration Enid, OK
John Wayne Farmer M Ed in Education Administration Boise City, OK
Macy Lynn Gelnar M Ed in Education Administration Little Elm, TX
Danna Janel Goss M Ed in Education Administration Leedey, OK
Maria K. Harris M Ed in Education Administration Blanchard, OK
Stephen Paul Haynes M Ed in Education Administration Beggs, OK
Brandon Don Heath M Ed in Education Administration Locust Grove, OK
Corey G. Herndon M Ed in Education Administration Minco, OK
Kaleb Don Hoffman M Ed in Education Administration Stillwater, OK
Cheyanne Elizabeth Jones M Ed in Education Administration Tuttle, OK
Virginia Kesler M Ed in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Kaylee Noelle Kuykendall M Ed in Education Administration Bethany, OK
Kory James Kuykendall M Ed in Education Administration Bethany, OK
Kyle Thomas Lucas M Ed in Education Administration Stillwater, OK
Michael William Mills M Ed in Education Administration Wagoner, OK
Gina Meriwether Musae M Ed in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Chad Pugh M Ed in Education Administration Clinton, OK
Laura Marie Brooks-Randels M Ed in Education Administration Blanchard, OK
Jason L. Robertson M Ed in Education Administration Hydro, OK
Tommy David Rogers M Ed in Education Administration Claremore, OK
Barbara J. Rose M Ed in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Angela Michelle Russell M Ed in Education Administration Cordell, OK
Shawn Christopher Sager M Ed in Education Administration Elmer, OK
Kolby K. Schmidt M Ed in Education Administration Chickasha, OK
Kristina D. Swink M Ed in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Katy Clark Thurmond M Ed in Education Administration Olustee, OK
David Max Venard M Ed in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Jeffrey C. Walker M Ed in Education Administration Stigler, OK
James Allen Wells M Ed in Education Administration Agra, OK
Augustus Wayne Anderson M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Skiatook, OK
Amanda Currier M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Douglas M. Kimberlin M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Oklahoma City, OK
Bradley Wade Magby M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Fort Cobb, OK
Maurice J. Masterson M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Muskogee, OK
Bryan Arthur Soderstrom M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management El Reno, OK
Marilou Barron M Ed in Reading Specialist Clinton, OK
Melissa Lynn Brown M Ed in Reading Specialist Haskell, OK
Melisa A. Dubbs M Ed in Reading Specialist Blanchard, OK
Sara M. Housh M Ed in Reading Specialist Bethany, OK
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Toni Rashelle Newton M Ed in Reading Specialist Mountain View, OK
Sara Louise Wallin M Ed in Reading Specialist Minco, OK
Joy Michelle Anderson M Ed in School Counseling Coweta, OK
Kelly Michelle Barker M Ed in School Counseling Yukon, OK
Shayla D’Ann Barnes M Ed in School Counseling Jay, OK
Krisha Nicole Bartlett M Ed in School Counseling Anadarko, OK
Jeannie Suzanne Birdwell M Ed in School Counseling Stillwater, OK
Karin N. Brantley M Ed in School Counseling Marlow, OK
Stephanie Bridgeman M Ed in School Counseling Clinton, OK
Holly Campbell M Ed in School Counseling Cordell, OK
Christann Dilks M Ed in School Counseling Walters, OK
Jennie M. Gates M Ed in School Counseling Wagoner, OK
Jamie Dawn Hendrix M Ed in School Counseling Norman, OK
Madeline Leigh Highsmith M Ed in School Counseling Miami, OK
Richard McCagah Hill M Ed in School Counseling Sapulpa, OK
Morgan Taylor Merrell M Ed in School Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Sheadrian Nicole Moore M Ed in School Counseling Yukon, OK
Julie Ann Randle M Ed in School Counseling Midwest City, OK
Ashton Nicole Roberts M Ed in School Counseling Sapulpa, OK
Haley Nicole Rogers M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Hannah Katherine Rogers M Ed in School Counseling Sand Springs, OK
Ryan Lynn Romasz M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Brett Teryl Rorabaugh M Ed in School Counseling Balko, OK
Kendra Sue Roulet M Ed in School Counseling Sand Springs, OK
Jennifer Gayle Shaw M Ed in School Counseling Cleo Springs, OK
Brandy Lynne White M Ed in School Counseling Stilwell, OK
Lauren Marie Ottinger Williams M Ed in School Counseling Fletcher, OK
Jonni D. Barnett M Ed in School Psychometry Enid, OK
Shanan E. Conder M Ed in School Psychometry Enid, OK
Railynn Katrese Edmonds M Ed in School Psychometry Lawton, OK
Kristen Kaye Gordon M Ed in School Psychometry Weatherford, OK
Ashton Leigh Green M Ed in School Psychometry Binger, OK
Morgan Pearl Lingerfelt M Ed in School Psychometry Lawton, OK
Adonna McCord M Ed in School Psychometry Hulbert, OK
Tammy Jo McDaris M Ed in School Psychometry Broken Arrow, OK
Dawn Miears M Ed in School Psychometry Lawton, OK
Lena Renee’ Roodzant M Ed in School Psychometry Hydro, OK
Kendra De Smith M Ed in School Psychometry Weatherford, OK
Hunter Lee Warnke M Ed in School Psychometry Canute, OK
Garrett Trey King M Ed in Social Sciences Weatherford, OK
Chaise Cameron Rogers M Ed in Social Sciences Weatherford, OK
Lupe Nicholas Vidaurri M Ed in Social Sciences Sayre, OK
Angela Beth Campirano M Ed in Special Education Elk City, OK
Moriah N. Butterfield M Ed in Special Education Clinton, OK
Micah Jo Davis M Ed in Special Education Tulsa, OK
Summer Lee Dewitt M Ed in Special Education Hominy, OK
Joy Ann Gillingham M Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Amanda Laine Howard M Ed in Special Education Tulsa, OK
Garrett J. Luke M Ed in Special Education Conroe, TX
Melissa Marie Mock Paulus M Ed in Special Education Claremore, OK
Kristy D. Phyillaier M Ed in Special Education Sayre, OK
Robert Adan M Ed in Sports Management Pittsburg, CA
Chelsea Dawn Bates M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford, OK
Jaide Denae Burns M Ed in Sports Management Foss, OK
Robert John Cossin M Ed in Sports Management Enid, OK
Bruna Dalcin Da Cas M Ed in Sports Management Warr Acres, OK
Chad Alan Ehrhart M Ed in Sports Management Norman, OK
Cassie ReNael Garner M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford, OK
Christopher Gerber M Ed in Sports Management Conway Springs, KS
Larry Dale Head Jr. M Ed in Sports Management Midwest City, OK
Brock Everett Hime M Ed in Sports Management Fayetteville, AR
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Bryan Keith Howard M Ed in Sports Management Enid, OK
Lacey Michelle Jones M Ed in Sports Management Wilmore, KS
Brateicka C. Mock M Ed in Sports Management Houston, TX
Taylor Marie Neal M Ed in Sports Management Okmulgee, OK
Brandon Joe Pounds M Ed in Sports Management Weatherford, OK
John Timothy Wayne M Ed in Sports Management Lawton, OK
William Carl Brewer MM in Instrumental Music Education Borger, TX
Chelsea Leeann Chargualaf MM in Instrumental Music Education Altus, OK
Mamie Faith Sprinkle-Baker MM in Instrumental Music Education Norman, OK
Didier Suat Furn Khoo MM in Music Therapy Selangor, Malaysia
Michael Todd Allen MSN in Nursing Administration Edmond, OK
Ketra Cheryl Burns MSN in Nursing Administration Muse, OK
Jason William Carter MSN in Nursing Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Wesley J. Cossey MSN in Nursing Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Kent Allen Endersby MSN in Nursing Administration Bonney Lake, WA
Linda Marie Ramos-Badillo MSN in Nursing Education Clinton, OK
Emilie Weigel Dugan MSN in Nursing Education Altus, OK
Erica Laray Jones MSN in Nursing Education Choctaw, OK
Lanette Davina Julian MSN in Nursing Education Tulsa, OK
Sherrial Lynn Loven MSN in Nursing Education Shawnee, OK
Lisa Marie Lumry MSN in Nursing Education Midwest City, OK
Jessica L. McClure MSN in Nursing Education El Reno, OK
Tawna Lynn Pickle MSN in Nursing Education Yukon, OK
Taylor Nicole Stephens MSN in Nursing Education Claremore, OK
Sandy M. Willard MSN in Nursing Education Chickasha, OK
Alyssa Jackson MSN in Nursing Informatics Oklahoma City, OK
Namen Dean Bouma MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Kristi Lynn Bright MS in Community Counseling Hitchcock, OK
Johnnie LeAnn Depot MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Morgan Baylee Ensign MS in Community Counseling Beaver Creek, OH
Cody Randal Ferguson MS in Community Counseling Woodward, OK
Brenda Berenice Ortiz Lozano MS in Community Counseling Altus, OK
Erika Skye McCartney MS in Community Counseling Mustang, OK
Jessica V. Pelletier MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Stephanie Maureen Perkins MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Crystal Ann Lewis-Roberts MS in Community Counseling Altus, OK
Tori Kaye Skinner MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Morgan Marie Sprague-Chase MS in Community Counseling Cordell, OK
Constance Alysa Stidham MS in Community Counseling Hinton, OK
Amber MaEllen Tatro MS in Community Counseling Calumet, OK
Krystin Paige Turney MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Tancy Leigh Watkins MS in Community Counseling Clinton, OK
Rachel Mae Yarnell MS in Community Counseling Anadarko, OK
Ashley Beth Rhude MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Yukon, OK
Erin Yvette Schmidt MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Shelbi Lynn Setzer MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Oklahoma City, OK
Candice H. Nelson-Wilson MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Vian, OK
Stacey Brette Bailey MS in Management Cherokee, OK
Brandy Dawn Chase MS in Management Weatherford, OK
Connor Douglas Couch MS in Management Vinita, OK
Shea Lynn Lively MS in Management Nowata, OK
Emily Frances Campbell Ed S in School Psychology Sapulpa, OK
Jill Evans Dunn Ed S in School Psychology Harrah, OK
Deidra Diane Gerdes Ed S in School Psychology Enid, OK
Jordan Shea Jackson Ed S in School Psychology Elk City, OK
Elanda LaRhae Kilhoffer Ed S in School Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Margarita Cruz Mingura Ed S in School Psychology Yukon, OK
Angela Smith Ed S in School Psychology Sentinel, OK
Melinda Ann Davidson Stiles Ed S in School Psychology Wheeler, TX
Susan Waitman Wyant Ed S in School Psychology Purcell, OK
Lori Ann Young Ed S in School Psychology Wagoner, OK
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Doctoral Degrees – College of Pharmacy
* indicates that the graduate simultaneously earned an MBA and PharmD
Neha Susan Abraham Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Nicholas Paul Austin Doctor of Pharmacy Gravette, AR
Alice Kelubia Azzun   » Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Miranda Leigh Balezentis Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Dakota Grant Bare Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Lindsey Brooke Bastemeyer   § Doctor of Pharmacy Ponca City, OK
Gabriel James Beadle Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Megan Beverly Beall Doctor of Pharmacy Calera, OK
Brandi Michele Brown Doctor of Pharmacy Owasso, OK
Quynh Vo Phuong Bui   § Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Brady James Burdick   » Doctor of Pharmacy Balko, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Byrum   » Doctor of Pharmacy Tahlequah, OK
Benjamin Adam Campbell * Doctor of Pharmacy Sapulpa, OK
Katelyn Danielle Campsey   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Vernon, TX
Chayce Carter Doctor of Pharmacy Snow, OK
Abigail Marie Chapman Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Michael Glen Chapman   § Doctor of Pharmacy El Reno, OK
Courtney Estelle Chedester *   » Doctor of Pharmacy Harrah, OK
Nissy Cherian Doctor of Pharmacy Bethany, OK
Tori Dee Christian Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Stephen Michael Coakley Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Justin Cade Cole Doctor of Pharmacy Hollis, OK
Tyler Michael Cole   § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Jared S. Collins   § Doctor of Pharmacy Coalgate, OK
Garret Colwell   § Doctor of Pharmacy Pryor, OK
Ashley Elizabeth Cowley Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Austin J. Crandall Doctor of Pharmacy Sperry, OK
Drew Davis Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Annette Chamein De Santiago   » Doctor of Pharmacy Guymon, OK
Ashley Danielle DeVaughan *   » Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Cobb, OK
Jeromy A. Dionne Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Christina Lynne Do Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Keegan Alexandra Ehrhart Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
James Corbin Fairweather   § Doctor of Pharmacy Hominy, OK
Zachary Lynn Feightner * Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Sarai Danielle Flynn *   § Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Erica Elaine Gales   » Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Christopher David Earl Gallowich * Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Clint Dale Gates   » Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Jeremy Wade Gentry Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Ryan Rasheed Gharajeh Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kaili Naleialoha Givens Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jessica Denise Gomez Doctor of Pharmacy Kingfisher, OK
Jacoby D’Shane Gray Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Lauren McKenzie Green Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Christa M. Hamilton Doctor of Pharmacy Granbury, TX
Kirsten Ann Harrelson Doctor of Pharmacy Canton, OK
Erika Anne Heffner *   » Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Laura Ann Holliday Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Paige Elizabeth Holman   » Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Lauren Taylor Howerton *   § Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Elmer Gene Humphreys III Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Anh Ngoc Huynh   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Worth, TX
Tien Thi Thanh Huynh Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jordan Kacey Ibarra   § Doctor of Pharmacy Madill, OK
Mitchell Alan Imhoff Doctor of Pharmacy Newalla, OK
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Taylor Ryan Inman * Doctor of Pharmacy Claremore, OK
Jesse M. Jahn Doctor of Pharmacy Spokane, WA
Sarah Elizabeth Johnston *   § Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Joshua Joseph   » Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
KayDee Michelle Judd Doctor of Pharmacy Fairview, OK
Patra Kositchaiwat Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Justun Matthew Kukuk Doctor of Pharmacy Perry, OK
Abel Kurian Doctor of Pharmacy Murphy, TX
Benny Lai Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Joann Kristen Lam Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jerron Noble Adjin Lartey   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Midwest City, OK
Emma Elizabeth Leffler   § Doctor of Pharmacy Arlington, TX
Wyatt Evans Lively Doctor of Pharmacy Lenapah, OK
Bobbi Jo Loflin   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Apache, OK
Khang Tri Luong Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jaime Mayorga Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Justin Duane Meek Doctor of Pharmacy Davis, OK
Inga Delora Merry Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Kristina Elaine Meyer   § Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Ezekiel Lee Mills   § Doctor of Pharmacy Springfield, MO
Lindsey Anne Morgan *   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater, OK
Cody Don Moulton   § Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Michelle Quynh-Tram Nguyen   § Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Son Hoang Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Betty Tenguh Njoh Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Kailyn Ashlee Ogle   § Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Davie Kay Owen Doctor of Pharmacy Piedmont, OK
Prashant Patel Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Thanh Tuyen Vu Pham Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Erika Aleksandrovna Plyushko   § Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Amelia Danielle Rice   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Pryor, OK
Stephen Paul Riley   § Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Taylor Nicole Rolfs Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Tyler Charles Roper Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Jessica D. Rother   § Doctor of Pharmacy Watonga, OK
Tara Jade Schultz Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Kyle Lee Sconyers Doctor of Pharmacy Poteau, OK
Anthony Dean Shircliff Doctor of Pharmacy Duncan, OK
Caleb Sturtz   § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
William Hurst Tackett Doctor of Pharmacy Muskogee, OK
Rachel Nicole Thompson   § Doctor of Pharmacy Arapaho, OK
Samuel Isaiah Titone Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Han That Ton Doctor of Pharmacy Temple, TX
Kristie Quynh-Dao Ton-That   § Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Johnathan P. Tran   » Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Thin Nguyen Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Trang Minh Tran   ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Brandon Kim Truong Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Grant Alexander Vaden Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Chandra Vue * Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Anna Lenore Wallis Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Kelsey Lauren Watkins * Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Joshua Webb Doctor of Pharmacy Cache, OK
Erick Dan Welch Doctor of Pharmacy Inola, OK
Alixandra Nicole Wells   » Doctor of Pharmacy Wister, OK
Kearsten Westmoreland   » Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Priscilla Thengumpallil Wilson Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Kendrick Wingard   § Doctor of Pharmacy Thomas, OK
Grace Lee Wolfendale Doctor of Pharmacy Copper Canyon, TX
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Distinguished Alumni
Wendy Borlabi of Chicago, Illinois, received a Bachelor of Science in 
Psychology at SWOSU in 1994. Borlabi currently serves as High Performance 
Coach for the Chicago Bulls and as an independent consultant with the NBA. 
Borlabi served with the US Olympic Committee at the Olympic Training 
Center in San Diego during two Winter Olympic and one Summer Olympic 
Games. Borlabi holds a Master’s degree from Georgia Southern University and 
a Doctorate from Argosy University. Born in Ghana and raised in Midwest 
City, Oklahoma, Borlabi is mother to twin children.
C. B. Graft of Clinton, Oklahoma, holds a Bachelor of Arts from SWOSU 
(class of 1963) and a Juris Doctorate from the University of Oklahoma. 
Graft has practiced law in Custer County for over half a century and serves as 
Trustee of the Davis-McElmurry Testamentary Trust, which has provided over 
$680,000 in scholarships to SWOSU students. Graft is a principal owner and 
current Chairman of the Board of The Bank of the West, with branches in 
Clinton, Thomas, Leedey, and Gaillardia in Oklahoma City. Graft has served 
on the governing boards of the Oklahoma Baptist Foundation and the Clinton 
Regional Hospital. Graft and his wife of 41 years, Tricia, reside in Clinton. 
They are proud parents of five and grandparents of sixteen.
Chris McKeever of Edmond, Oklahoma, received a Bachelor of Science in 
Management at SWOSU in 1991. McKeever has been employed at Sonic 
Industries since 2002, where he currently serves as Director of Operations 
Execution. Previously, he has served as Director of Finance and as Director 
of Marketing. McKeever served as a City Councilman for the City of Moore, 
OK, and currently serves as an Elder at Memorial Road Church of Christ in 
Edmond. McKeever is a triathlete and a lifetime member of Alpha Kappa Psi. 
McKeever and his wife, Tammy (SWOSU Class of 1991), are parents of a 
daughter, Monique.
Paul Moore of Acton, Massachusetts, graduated with a Bachelor of Science 
in Pharmacy at SWOSU in 1978. He currently serves as Executive Secretary 
of the National Advisory Committee on Rural Health & Human Services 
and as a Senior Health Policy Advisor with the Office of Rural Health 
Policy within the United States Department of Health and Human Services. 
Previously, Moore served as CEO of the Atoka County Healthcare Authority 
and as Administrator of the Atoka Memorial Hospital. Moore is a certified 
commercial, SEL, MEL, and instrument pilot. Moore and his wife, Carolyn 
Gardner Moore (SWOSU Class of 1978) are the proud parents of two 
daughters, Natalie Moore Houck (SWOSU Class of 2004) and Emily Moore Jones.
Jane Sims of Key Largo, Florida, received a Bachelor of Arts in English 
Education at SWOSU in 1971. A career educator, Sims taught English in 
public school districts throughout the United States between 1971 and 1987. 
Sims also taught as an Adjunct Professor of English at Indiana University. 
Sims currently devotes her time to volunteering and philanthropy. As Chair 
of the Grants Committee of the Ocean Reef Community Foundation, Sims 
has overseen the delivery of millions of dollars in support that enrich the lives 
of students, teachers, and at-risk populations. Sims holds a Master’s Degree in 
Education from Indiana University. She and her husband, Nelson (SWOSU 
Class of 1971 and 1992 Distinguished Alumnus) have two children and four grandchildren.
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Degree Abbreviations
 Undergraduate Degrees
 AAS Associate in Applied Science
 AS Associate in Science
 BA Bachelor of Arts
 BA Ed Bachelor of Arts in Education
 BAS Bachelor of Applied Science
 BBA Bachelor of Business Administration
 BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
 BM Bachelor of Music
 BM Ed Bachelor of Music Education
 BS Bachelor of Science
 BS Ed Bachelor of Science in Education
 Graduate Degrees
 MBA Master of Business Administration
 M Ed Master of Education
 MM Master of Music
 MS Master of Science
 MSN Master of Science in Nursing
 Ed S Specialist in Education
 Doctoral Degree 
 Pharm D Doctor of Pharmacy
